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Statement of the problem 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study is to survey the televiewing in-
terests of grade four children and to determine to what degree this 
choice is influenced by sex and also to note the relationship of 
sex to the following: 
1. The amount of time spent in televiewing 
2. Favorite programs 
3.- The · types of programs 
It is also to note the amount guidance is given in the 
s~lection of programs and by whom it is given. 
Scope and limitations· of the problem 
This study was made in all fourth grade public school class-
rooms in Lowell. From twb dozen classes in fourteen schools, 551 
pupils answered the questionnaire, but onl.y 529 of these indicated 
they were regular T V viewers. The study was conducted in classes 
and schools of various sizes and includes children from homes in 
all income groups am a wide range of nationality backgrounds. 
This study does not include all fourth grade pupils of 
Lowell, for it was conducted only in the public schools, while about 
1 
I 
I half of Lowell's school children attend schools other than the city's 
public schools. It also does not include children who were absent on 
the day the questionnaire was given in their classes. 
Justification and source of the problem 
As a modern teacher one should be constantly alert to new 
opportunities for enriching children's experiences. Within recent 
years television has made vast inroads in the leisure time activities 
of the American public and children are a prominent part of this 
group. 
From reading many current articles about television and from 
conversations with parents, teachers, and pupils about children's 
televiewing, this writer well realizes that much of children's time 
is now spent in front of their television sets. As persons in a 
position to have much influence on children's activities, we should 
be aware of this situation in order to at least guide the children to 
watching the more worthwhile programs ,and if at all possible, to be 
instrumental in trying to have better programs for children produced. 
The need for a study such as this was first suggested to the 
writer b,y various informal conversations with teachers and parents 
concerning how television was affecting children's leisure time 
habits. Some seemed to perhaps exaggerate the time children spent 
televiewing and this aroused the interest of the writer to conduct 
this study. 
2 
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(}{APTER II 
SUMMARY Qi' PlEVIOUS RESEARCH 
For the past few years there has appe(ired in current period-
icals and mwspapers a walth of articles covering all phases of the 
television field. As this thesis deals with television in relation 
to program }referEnces of children in their televiewing, the study 
b,y this investigator is conce:med mly ldth children's television 
vi ewing and to some degree its impact on them. 
line: 
The remainder of this chapter follow the order in this out-
A. ChildrEil 's Interest md Their Program Preferences 
in Televiewing 
B. Effects m Children from 'Televiewing 
1. Health 
a. Physical 
b. Elr:> tio nal 
2. Educational 
3. Sociologi. cal 
First will be summarized the research on television empha-
sizing children's interest in and their program preferences while 
watching television. 
From some studies tha.t have been made during the past few 
years to determine lei sure-time interests of children, it has been 
3 
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found that an interest in viewing television has often taken prefer-
1 
ence over all the rest. As Bltlmbaugh reports, a study of children's 
interests was made by asking 375 children between the ages of seven 
and eleven to complete this statement: "If I could choose ' only one, 
it would be (books, comics, movies, radio, television) because •• •" 
Television won, of course. 
Sjmilarly interest findings have also been made, according to 
2 
McGinnis, :in another survey of elementary schools on pupil pref-
erence among the same five kims of entertainment. It revealed that 
60 per cent of 2,182 pupils gave television as their first prefer-
ence. These pupils 1 first interests are listed as follows: 
television (:[) per cent 
books 18 per cent 
mvies 12 per cent 
radio 6 per cent 
comics 4 per cent 
It was explained by him that books were rather high as there 
was a reading program in the elementary schools, including the coo:p-
erative librar,y book program of schools. 
It is difficult to determine the exact reasons of this interest, 
1
- Florence N. Brumbaugh. "Books and T V", Publishers 1 Weekly, 157: 
2638, June 17, 1950. 
2 
w.c.McGinnis. "Now it Is Television"' The Journal of Education, 133: 
152, May, 1950 
I' 
I 
1 
but as Frank has so aptly expressed it, "There's a powerful new 
magic in the air. It's television. It casts its spell on children." 
2 
Sh~on tells us of a child interviewed about television ex-
pressing his idea of this magic by saying, "It gives you stories like 
a book, pictures like movies, voices like radio, and adventure like a 
comic. Television has action while you stay in one spot." 
3 
Hurlock explains children's interest in television by s~-
ing, "To the American child, television is a new toy. It is natural 
that children are intrigued by it. It is like a theater in the home". 
She later goes on to say: 
Rehage. 
Once the crowd congregates, the time spent be-
fore the screen grows longer and longer. Each child 
clamors for more or finds that his favorite program 
is coming up next. The effect of crowd suggestion 
intensifies each child 1 s interest and he cannot get 
his fill~ 
Children's interest in televiewing was also discussed by 
4 
He explained the hold that television has over children by 
reporting that Dale drew an interesting parallel between television 
and the comic strips. · He had pointed out that the comic strips are 
read because they are 'personal, concrete, and real•. It is also 
1 Josette Frank. 11Is Television Good or Bad for Children?", Woman's 
Home Companion, 77: 10, November, 1950. 
2 Robert Lewis Shayon. "The Pi.e.d Piper of Video," Saturday Review 
of Literature, 33: 11, November 25, 1950. 
3 Elizabeth B. Hurlock. "The Television Bugaboo", Toda.y's Health, 
28: 68, June, 1950. 
4 Kenneth J. Rehage. "Notes on Television and the Schools," ~ 
ElementarY School Journal, 50: 130, November, 1949. 
5 
the same with television. 
1 
Coo. sins more dramatically expressed children's interest in 
television by saying, 11T V is hardly out of infancy as a major in-
dustry, but already it has become the nation's number one time-trap 
for children in those areas where video programs are available". 
There have been nany recent articles dealing with television 
in botll popular and educ aticnal periodicals, but few have dealt 
directly with children 1 s preferences in viewing television. It seemed 
the oonsensus of several writers that children make up a large part 
2 
of the televiewing audience. Shayon expresses this by s~ing, 
"Children see more of all T V' s out put - including the programs for 
gro'Wl'lups - than grownups do "• 
3 
Siepmarm agrees with this viewpoint, for in speaking of 
audience characteristics, he claims that, "There are more children in 
television families and interest in television is on the increase among 
children under ten". 
Because of tllis children's interest, it is the desire of this 
writer to gain an insight into the t ype of programs that appeals most 
to children. To do this, many articles about television were read, 
especially those containing information about it and children. 
Of the various studies that have been made regarding the 
1 Cousins. "Editorial", Saturd~ Review of Literature, 1950, cited 
by \'I.C.McGinnis, "Now It's Television", The Journal of Education, 
133: 154, ¥~y, 1950. 
2 Shayon. 2E• cit., p. 10. 
3 Charles A. Siepmann. "Television - Hopes and Limitations", The 
s~vey, 86: 6, January, 1950. 
6 
1 
influence of T V on children, Witty made one that includes their 
preferences. His investigations about television were in the form 
of questionnaires, which were filled out by 2,135 pupils in the 
elementary schools of Evanston, Illinois, last spring. 
It was found that 42.8 per cent of pupils had T V sets in 
their homes, and these children averaged 3.13 hours daily in viewing 
television. Of those pupils watching television elsewhere, about 
1.69 hours daily was spent televiewing. 
Witty's survey showed the following program preferences 
from the group as a whole. 
1. Hopalong Cassidy 853 
2. Howdy Doody 543 
3. Lone Ranger 501 
4. ¥J.lton Berle 487 
5. Arthur Godfrey 287 
6. Small Fry 246 
?. Sports 222 
8. Kukla, Fran, and Ollie 216 
9. Super Circus 185 
10. Cactus Jim 124 
In the section of the survey about children's program pref-
2 
erence s, Witty 
1 Paul A. Witty. 
Television", 
found listed over a hundred programs selected by 
\ 
"Children's Parents', and Teachers' Reactions to 
Elementary English, 27: 349-50, October, 1950. 
2 Paul A. Witty. "Parents and Teachers Vote on T V ", National 
Parent Teacher, 45: 12, October, 1950. 
7 
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the children, each having widely scattered votes. 
!n recording his results, Witty listed ten programs each for 
every grade of kindergarten through ·grade eight. The following list 
of programs are the favorite ones chosen by grade four children in 
the Evanston Survey. 
l. Hopalong Cassiqy 
2. Lone Ranger 
3. Milton Berle 
4. Kukla, Frm, and Ollie 
5. Howdy Doody 
6. Lucky Pup 
7. Cactus Jim 
s. Sagebrush Theater 
9. Super Circus 
10 • Small Fry 
One of the foremost surveys of this type in this section of 
1 
the country was that conducted in the Burdick Junior H~gh School 
of Stamford, Connecticut, last spring. It was reported that out of 
a total of 447 students who filled out the questionnaire on tele-
vision, half had sets at home. Of the 224 not having television 
sets of their own, 130 students said t hey looked at it regularly 
elsewhere. 
It was found that the average number of hours spent daily in 
·-~-----1. 
Bulletin. 11Televi. sion Survey", Burdick Junior High School, Stam-
ford, Connecticut, June, 1950. 
looking at television b.Y those having sets at home was 3.86 hours. 
For those watching it elsewhere, 2.64 hours was the average time 
spent daily in looking at television. 
The group having home television sets indicated the types of 
programs they preferred most as follows: 
1. feature films 
2. sports 
3. vaudeville shows 
The specific programs most enjoyed by the students having 
home sets were in this order: 
1. Milton Berle 
2. Ed Sullivan's, nroast of the Town" 
3. Six-Gun Playhouse 
4. \'frestling 
5• Captain Video 
In reply to a question if some types of programs became 
boring to them, 184 students of the home-owing group replied that 
they did. The types of programs specifically listed as "most 
boring" were the !oliowing: 
1. discussions 
2. vaudeville 
3. music 
It is interesting to note that several weeks after the Bur-
dick Survey, the National Broadcasting Company started a series of 
televised educational programs entitled, "Watch the World"• Several 
9 
II 
II 
lL 
II 
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papers conmented on it at the time, giving credit for its initiation 
to the Burdick Television Survey. 
1 
Flynn's study helps to serve as a confirmation of indica-
tions by other studies that interest in televiewing is high. In her 
recent survey conducted locally in gaining information about the tele-
vision viewing habits from 926 junior high school students in Lynn, 
she has shown that of the 926 students questioned, 721 or 78 per cent 
watched television regularly. Of these, 435 or 60 per cent watched 
it regularly inside their own homes. 
B,y her questionnaire, she found the junior high pupils she 
worked with had the follmd.ng programs as preferences. 
1 
1. Arthur Godfrey 440 
2. Milton Berle 347 
3. Wrestling 316 
4. Toast of the Town 118 
5. Boxing 68 
6. Suspense 67 
7. Lights Out 67 
8. Mama 46 
9. Lucky Pup 33 
10. Howdy Doody 29 
2 
S~ldes suggested to us the great interest by many in the 
Elaine Flynn. "Television Viewing Habits of 926 Junior High Stu-
dents of the Eastern Junior High School in Lynn, Mass.", Un-
published master's thesis, Boston University, 1950, p. 44. 
2 Gilbert Seldes. nGan Hollywood Take Over Television?", ~ 
Atlantic, 186: 52, October, 1950. 
--- --=jl===--=--=-~-==-=-=~= 
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"Kukla, Fran, and Ollie" show. He explained the popularity this show 
has with its audience by expressing the fact that these- puppets ·are 
characters. He feels that it is the character of an individual, 
person or puppet, which attracts other people to that individual. 
He continues to confirm this idea by saying, "All the ingenuity of 
rival groups cannot shake the special hold on the audiences of these 
character-puppets"• 
1 
Young expressed her reasons for children's interest in tele-
vision when she deplored it as being the cause of her pupils' lack 
of interest in seemingly well-selected and well~presented oral book 
reports. Her pupils disclosed that in competition with television, 
the ·reports lacked entertainment, excitement, and adventure. 
2 
Another writer interested in television, Rehage, reports· the 
results of a survey of children 1 s responses to television programs in 
the Newton Public Schools undertaken by the Child Guidance Workshop 
of the John Ward School. This survey covered 200 ' school children in 
ages 5 - 13 and additional data were obtained from about eight hun~ 
dred children and adults in the Greater Boston area. 
It was found that more than half of the children did not follow 
the types of programs their parents thought best. 
Cartoon features were acclaimed by about a fourth of the children 
in grades one to three. About half of the boys from nine to thirteen 
1 Gertrude A. Young. "Operation Video: Those T V Sets Hampered Book 
Week", The Clearing House, 24: 556, May, 1950. 
2 Rehage. 2E• ~· p. 128. 
11 
years of age would like to have more sports features. It was also 
noted that most children had no interest in weather or news programs. 
~esults of a survey given in Los Angeles in late November, 
1950, did not agree with that of the Newt on one compiled a year pre-
vious in regard to children's interest in news programs. As an in-
1 
terested writer reports it, according to the survey conducted by 
Woodbury College, 11 65 per cent of the teachers and 47 per cent of the 
parents felt that children were now more interested in current events". 
From an examination of the various writers who discuss 
general interests and favorite programs of televiewing, one realizes 
the children are keenly interested in television watching. Their 
pro gram preferences seem to be mainly of value for entertainment, 
'Which leads one to the conclusion that children need careful guidance 
in their television watching in order to gain the most benefits from 
this stupendous new mdium of mass communication. 
Next will be summarized the effect of television watching 
on children's health. From the research done in this field, it is 
apparent that many writers are concerned with the impact T V has on 
children's well-being. 
2 
disclosed that from a United Parents Association 
survey conducted in New York City recently, it was revealed that most 
of the child viewers of television were five or six years of age. 
These youngsters spend four hours a day viewing television. He 
1 
"Everything's Fine", ~' 56: 66, December lS, 1950. 
2 
Shayon. 21?.• Si•, P• 9 • 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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~ontinued that the U P A found interference with eating habits and 
less interest in active outdoor play for these televiewing young 
children. 
1 
_Harmon agrees with Shayon in telling us that sleep is a 
factor to be considered when being concerned about the many hours 
children spend watching their television programs. From his obser-
vations he feels that television affects children's eyesight, and he 
further points out warningly, "There is a decided effect upon the 
eyesight of youngsters that spend much time watching a partially 
focused screen". 
It might be the terminology Harmon employed that would 
cause people to become al.anned over harm to the eyes in watching 
2 
television, for many other writers, as Foote, have stated convinc-
ingly that "Television cannot cause eye injury 11 .. 
3 
Berliner seemed to well answer the often voiced query, 
11Doe s television cause eyestrain?" His reply was, 
1 
The answer is that television is no more harm-
ful to the eyes than are movies, reading, sewing, or 
driving a car. The same rules and precautions that 
are recommended for the prevention of eyestrain and 
fatigue generally are applicable to anyone who is 
watching television. 
To look at television does not produce defects 
John M. Harmon, Jr. "Television and the Leisure Time Activities 
of Children", Education:, 71: 127, October, 1950. 
2 Franklin M. Foote. "Television Will Not Harm Your Eyes", pamphlet 
by Community Opticians, 1950. 
3 Milton Berliner. "Does Television Cause Eyestrain?", House Beautiful, 
92: BO, August, 1950. L_. 
13 
or diseases of the eye. Like reading, it can, under 
improper conditions, induce eye fatigue. 
1 
Another ophthalmologlst, Leahey, agrees w.i th Berliner • . In 
discussing tel.ev.i.ewing and eyes he stated, 
As .far as we know, television has no harmful 
effect on ordinary eyes. It does cause eyestrain 
and frequent headaches. · The symptoms are analogous 
to those s orne people find in going to the movies a 
great deal. 
2 
Lane agrees with these oculists and states his opinions on 
television 1 s effect on the eyes by saying: "We find no reason to be-
lieve that telev.i.ewing can injure visioo more than any other kind of 
seeing". 
3 
Thrope also discussed the anxiety :ma.D1' parents display in 
regard to the qtestion of ltlether televiewing is harmful to the eyes. 
She reassured them by explaining that according to the Journal of the 
American Medical Association, "Watching T V shows has not been found 
to be harder on eh ildren 1 s eyes than reading would be". 
She further explained that eye doctors stress two important 
factors which should be eon side red for the child watching television. 
These are to be a proper distance from the screen and to have light 
in the room. She made clear that the "child 1 s T V time will have to 
be curtailed to prevent unnecessary eye strain". 
1 Brerrlm D. Leahey. Interview, Jm. 13, 1951. 
2 Howard A. Lane, Barnet Bro1m., and Phyllis Cert. "What Shall We Do 
About Television?", Parents 1 Magazine, 25: 94, December, 1950. 
3 Elsieliese Thrope. "It 1 s Howdy Doody Time", Elementary English, 
27: 86, February, 1950. 
14 
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1 
Thrope also brought out an advantage television has shown 
concerning health. She cited the case where children have dutifully 
followed the advice of a favorite T V pal, such as "Big Brother", When 
he repeatedly reminds the youngsters to remember to wash their hands 
and brush their teeth. 
2 
Harmon found serious objections to excessive televiewing 
on the basis of its interference in children developing "magic habits 
of sound recreational value". He considered the most important aspect 
of children's television habits to be the "lack of interest in more 
conventional activities when television is brought into the home". 
He concluded by s~g: 
There is a possibility that these youngsters 
m~ develop their habits of recreation around video, 
which in terms of true recreation, is doing nothing 
to develop new fields of skill, a necessary part of 
successful recreation in our highly specialized 
world of tod~. 
3 
Houseman's reactions coincided with those of Harmon, for 
he felt that one of the greatest problems created by television is 
that of the "mental health of a generation that is living ever less 
in the realities of personal experiences and more and more by remote 
observation and through vicarious emotion". 
4 
l Lane reiterated this idea when he said, '.'The real hann in :~-
1 
1 Thrope. 
I 
_l 
Ibid., p. 87. 
2 Harmon. 212.• £!.!:.•, P• 126. 
3 John Houseman. "Hollywood Faces the Fifties, 11 Harper's l.fagazine, 
200: 58, ~y, 1950. 
I j l5 
television, as in reading, mvies, and radio, is in our own increasing 
inactivity". He later said, "For wholesome development, a child should 
have time to himself and opportunity to think and plan freely". 
1 
The mental health angle was also considered by Thrope when 
discussing television. She referred to remarks made by Gesell of the 
Yale Child Guidance Clinic fthen he talked about television. He spoke 
of it as "a poor substitute for the more basic type of pl~ which comes 
from inner urges and which expresses the initiative and resourcefulness 
of the growing mind". He concluded by warning, "Television will aggre-
vate the present imbalance in the play diet, if not offset by more 
active forms of self expression". 
2 
Witty a1. so found, as a result of his investigations, that 
some parents object to ~elevision on the basis of it being a passive 
fonn of recreation. Several parents well worded these views by saying, 
'It oon verts our children into a race of spectators, ' and another one 
lobo said, 'Life should be lived, not watched'. 
up by Riley 
These viewpoints on mental health and television were summed 
3 
and Peterson fth en they said, 
Recognition of the fact that television can 
be of great importance in personality development 
is accompanied by the concern over the substitution 
of passive observation for the creative activity 
and learning that characterize the spontaneous pl~ 
group. 
1 Thrope. 2.!2• ill•, P• 87. 
2 Witty. 2£• ~., P• 353. 
3 Frank Riley and James A. Peterson. "The Social Impact of Television," 
The Survey, 86: 483, November, 1950. 
16 
' / 
To offset these dismal predictions, a few writers discussing 
television have given us a ray of hope that television will inspire 
' 1 
creative activity. }liner spoke from the aspect of being a partici-
pator in televisioo and said that an important phase of television 
seemed to be its capacity to offer an opportunity for a young person 
to have both a variety of activity and be an outlet for creative per-
fornnnce. 
2 
Brown ala:> gave an encouraging \1. ewpoint when he told 
that television b.ad became the instrument to stir "our son's imagina-
ticn to creative effort 11 • 
From these studies dealing with television's effect on the 
health of children, it has been seen that much thought is being given 
to this prominent phase of children's televiewing. 
·we have just finished a survey of television 1 s influence on 
children's health and we -will now turn to a sunnnary of research on 
~elevision's impact on children's education. From a study of publica-
tions dealing with this important phase, it is eVident that much 
thought has been given to \oilether television has attained a worthy 
~si tion as a dispenser of education. 
To judge television 1 s part in this, one should consider 
the qualifications of an educational program. As the late Dr. James 
3 
R. Angell once said, 
Jaly broadcast may be regarded as educational 
1 Worthington I-tlner. "Training for Television", 'L'he Quarterly Journal 
of Speech, 36: 354, October, 1950. 
2 Lane, Brown and Cer f. 2£• .9!.1·, P• 101. 
3 Bulletin. Department of Infonnation, "Radio - Television and 
Children". Naticnal Broadcasting Company. 
I 
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in purpose which attampts to increase knowledge, 
to stimulate thinking, to teach methods and 
techniques, to cultivate discernment, apprecia-
tion, and good taste, to enrich character by 
sensitizing emotions and by inspiring socialized 
ideals which may result in constructive conduct. 
Education is the process by which an individual 
learns to adjust himself intelligently to life. 
In praise of television as an aid to education, Rowe 
1 
said, 
To the child, the telecast provides not 
only amusement but it guides him to observe and 
to absorb information from actual happenings. 
Further, from the video screen he learns to 
recognize the fallible and the humorous aspects 
of life. Such observance is a maturing experi-
ence. 
2 
Schwehr expressed his ideas of television and education 
in terms of the future which educators are trying to make come true. 
He gave it a rosy future when he said, 
If 98 per cent of learning is absorbed through 
senses of sight and sound, and if television can 
bring a message to these two senses at the same time, 
television as the electronic blackboard of the future 
will surely play a part in the school of tomorrow. 
In describing the usefulness of television as an education-
3 
al tool, Dunham suggested recording television for permanence and 
elaborated the value by reminding one that television served all 
l Benjamin Rowe. "Television Faces Society", The Social studies, 
41: 214, .¥JAY, 1950. 
2 Will L. Schwehr. "Television and the School", The American School 
Board Journal, 118: 26, June, 1949 • 
.3 Franklin Dunham. "Television Has Special Values for Teaching Health, 
Citizenship, and Vocations", The Nation's Schools, 45: 57, June, 
1950. 
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subject matter. 
He is a firm believer in television's use in education. He 
summed· this by remarking, "Television has come to stay, not merely 
as a means of entertainment for the multitude, but also as a tremen-
dous gift to mankind in aiding in the spread of knowledge". 
Considering pupils' opinions of the worth of television as an 
1 
aid to lessons, Witty reported from his survey that of the 2,135 
pupils questioned, 67 per cent of the pupils stated that television 
programs did not help them with their school work, while the re-
maining group did believe televiewing offered infor-mation relevant 
to their lesson assignments. 
2 
The Burdick Survey is more encouraging, for it was reported 
that children from television homes are more alert in the classroom. 
It was also said that some television students come to school with 
a much wider knowledge of world activities. 
Television is truly an advantage to children when education 
3 
is considered, Harmon tells us. He stated that "Constructive as 
well as instructive programs may be presented with a vividness im-
possible to equal in the classroom"• 
4 
Brown also sees television as being beneficial from an 
educational viewpoint. He felt that IllBllY of the programs have 
l Witty. 2£• £!1., P• 35le 
2 Burdick Survey. 2£.• ill• 
3 Harmon. !:?£• ~·, p. 128. 
4 Lane, Brown, and Cerf. loc. .£!l• 
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initiated discussions b,y children with their parents or with one 
another. 
1 
Brumbaugh, too, spoke encouragingly for television as a 
useful educational tool for children. She told about a librarian who 
feels that television can be used as a stimulus for creating reading 
interest and for children's guidance. 
In considering television's effect on children, the socio-
logical phase should also be remembered. A summary of some of the 
information of this side of televiewing life will now be reviewed. 
From a number of studies, it has been consistently found 
that television has a marked influence on family life. Most writers 
2 
have agreed with Siepmann when he said, 
Television has become, temporarily at 
least, a powerful social magnet. Visiting is 
on the upgrade in television homes. Family 
relations, too, are being affected. Television 
appears definitely to be giving the. family a 
more centered orientation.... Television is 
reestablishing home ties. 
3 
Another writer, Thrope, also emphasized the place of tele-
vision in relation to family life when she said, 
1 
There is no doubt about it - T V has 
revolutionized the home - especially the 
nursery. • •• T V has come to play a tre-
mendous part in the recreation and pastime 
of the school child. It inducts him into the 
civilization into which he is born. 
Brumbaugh. 2£.• ill•, P• 2639. 
2 Siepmann. 2.£• cit., P• 9. 
3 Thrope. 22• £!1., P• 87. 
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She had earlier said that one of the most common diffi-
culties created b,y television seemed to be a social one. She spoke 
of the many children congregating to watch one set and advised that 
the adult in charge should consider the age and ability of the child 
to adjust himself to other children. This should be the criterion to 
determine the size of group gatherings. 
2 
Riley and Peterson also brought out the fact that tele-
vision is bringing the family together again from their interpretation 
of a recent survey conducted by the University of Southern C?lifornia. 
Their project covered over eight hundred families with a range of 
social groupings from the professional class to the unemployed. The 
investigations were done by trained interviewers who used a carefully 
compiled questionnaire. The survey revealed that two thirds of tele-
vision owning families stayed home more often than they used to, as 
compared to one sixth of the non-owning television control group who 
did so. 
Rile.y and Peterson did point out that the University of 
Southern California report questioned the complete value of the family 
being brought together, for the report went on and said, 
1 
• ••• now observed that within the home conver-
sation has been decreasing. It may not be too 
great a generalization to say that television is 
bringing the family members together in the home, 
but not necessarily in a face-to-face relation.• 
Thrope. 22• ill•, P• 85. 
2 Riley and Peterson. 22• £!!:.., P• 482. 
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Frank agreed with others when she discussed the influence 
.television has had in bringing the family together. She reiterated 
that it depends on the "spirit parents create" whether the family stays 
together. 
+n discussing television's influence on family life, Bradbucy 
does not have the same opinion as Riley and Peterson about television 
decreasing conversation. She explained that it seemed to be so at 
first, but soon in most cases there is more conversation than ever. 
Several writers have brought out the fact that the television 
audience is chiefly composed of the lower and middle class groups. 
They extend this b,y adding that these groups are the most enthusiastic 
3 
2 
purchasers as well as viewers. S~epmann expressed this when he said, 
"Viewing increases as you descend the socio-economic scale. Television 
is the poor man's latest and most prized luxucy11 • 
4 
Ril . ey and Peterson enlarged upon this when they told of a 
Chicago survey organization which had concluded that "television defi-
nitely means more to low income families than to the higher income 
homes having more sources of entertainment". 
Many writers brought out various changes that had taken place 
in family life due to the new pastime of televiewing. Many quoted 
1 Frank. 2£• cit., p. 71. 
2 Bianca Bradbury. "Is Television Mama's Friend or· Foe?", Good House-
keeping, 58: 265, November, 1950. 
3 Siepmann. 2£• ill•, P• 7 • 
4 Riley _and Peterson. 2£• cit., P• 483. 
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family problems that have arisen due to television's invasion of the 
home. The arguments concerning television's effect on family harmony 
seemed to be about equal. 
1 
There were those writers who reported parents said they 
felt television had brought family problems, such as interference at 
meal time and at bed time. 
A group of 21 per cent of the parents questioned in the 
2 
Witty survey reported television had interfered with children's 
studies and children read less. 
other parents indicated that television was considered a 
3 
blessing to home life. Frequent responses to Witty's survey re-
vealed that television often motivated children to do their homework 
in order to watch their favorite program. other replies told us that 
many parents are grateful to television for keeping their children at 
home. 
4 
Most l((riters concluded, like Hurlock, that any problem 
created by the amount of time a child devotes to televiewing or the 
kind of program he selects were "home problems, to be met and solved 
by parents". 
1 Witty. 2£• cit., P• 353. 
Thrope. 2:£2• ill•, p. 85. 
2 Witty. 12£• cit . 
3 Witty. ~. P• 351. 
4 Hurlock • ..2E.! cit., p. 68. 
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1 
Cerf told of problems created by undisciplined televiewing 
II 
II in her household and expressed the fact her "sons became television 
!I addicts". She solved the problem by time and program scheduling and 
I 
I 
concluded with, "It 1 s a wonderful rationed television world"• 
2 
Sha;ron agreed with this theory when he stated, "Regulation 
seems to be heavy artillery in the battle against" our children's in-
discriminate televiewing. 
The consensus of all writers in discussing most of the prob-
lems of television as they were related to the child was that they 
were not television problems, but problems of parental and other adult 
discipline and guidance. 
The research reviewed has shown that children are definitely 
interested in and are affected by televiewing in many ways. Therefore 
the study which this thesis proposes to pursue is a continuation of 
investigations about television watching and to a small degree its im-
pact on children. 
While a majority of other research studies have dealt with 
television in general or with other phases of it, this study treats 
television only in the light of children's preferences in televiewing 
and to a small degree the effects this televiewing has on children. 
Jl 
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11 Lane, Brown, and Cerf. 2£• .ill•, P• 37. 
I 2 Sheyon. 2.£• ill•, P• 50. 
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Construction of checklist 
CHAPI'ER III 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
As this is a study to survey grade four pupils' program pre-
ferences in televiewing, it was decided to do the investigation by 
means of a questionnaire given to pupils in the fourth grade of 
Lowell. This method was decided upon as many more pupils could be 
included in the study than by the means of a personal iilterview. 
Also, by using a checklist, data may be more easily tabulated into 
concise tables than when a more informal method of gathering in-
formation is used. 
After reading many recent articles about television and its 
effects on children, the writer considered what she wished to dis-
cover about children's televiewing habits and these formed a basis 
for the checklist found in the appendix. 
Tl).e · original draft was revised after a discussion about the 
wording of checklist questions took place in the seminar for visual 
education under the direction of Professor Henry W. S,yer. It was 
brought out that in composing a checklist, especially one for use b,r 
young children, one should be consistent in having space for checking 
answers all before the suggested answers or all after them. It was 
25 
.also suggested in the seminar that each space for an answer be on a 
separate line when using a checklist of this type with youngsters. 
Conversations with several pupils about a few terms elimi-
nated some expressions that would proba~ be puzzling to children of 
the fourth grade. The final draft was given approval by Professor 
Syer, with the suggestion that_ in the typing of it, to have it well 
spaced in order to avoid contusion as to where to place the checks 
for the desired answers. 
Since some authors concerned with conducting surveys stress 
anonimity of those answering questionnaires, the writer suggested to 
the teachers that the pupils could omit their names if they wished. 
A few teachers had the pupils write only their first names as part 
of the heading information. 
As many of the pupils' program preferences were to be 
studied b.r a comparison of the responses given by sexes, space was 
provided in the heading for the child to indicate his or her sex. 
The pupils' age was also included, as well as the schools to help 
simplify the tabulating of the data. 
The majority of the questions have the possible answers 
listed on separate lines underneath the question and the child had 
merely to place a check mark beside his desired answer to indicate 
his choice. 
All television programs presented on channel four and 
channel seven in Boston, Massachusetts for the week of Februar.y 4 -
10, 1951 according to the T V Guide magazine for that week are listed 
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in the last question and the child placed a check mark in front of 
the name of the program if he usually watched it. 
Only one question, number seven, required the child's own 
writing when he was asked, "If you could ' see only one program a day, 
which special program would you choose to see?" He had a choice of 
naming the program or the person in the program. 
Question number one which reads, 11Do you watch television 
sometime during the week?" was constructed to indicate. those who would 
participate in the survey. 
From the response to question number two, which is worded, 
"If so, check where you see television shows most often: at home, 
· friends' home; other places, 11 it was determined what proportion of 
the children who watch television have sets that are family owned. 
The third question was only for those having sets at home. 
By asking, "If you watch television at home, about how long has your 
family had its television set? one month, three months, six months, . 
one year, or longer", it was hoped to determine if there were any re-
lation between the time the family had its set and the amount of time 
a child spent televiewing. 
The following t"WO questions could be answered with a "yes" 
or 11no". In asking, 11Do you usually watch television pro.grams with 
others?" the writer wished to determine if television watching were 
a sociable activity and by asking, 11Are there any programs you are 
not allowed to watch?" information on parental influence was desired. 
The writer was also interested in who might give guidance to 
27 
the child in the selection of his programs. Question number six which 
~quires, 11If others help choose the programs of television that you 
see, check who th~ are: Mother, Dad, other relatives, friends, sug-
gested by teacher", was designed to answer this. 
Number seven question in asking, "If you could see only one pro-
gram a day, which special program would you choose to see? - Name the 
program or the person in the program, 11 was one of the most important 
as it gave the answer to children's interests at this grade level by 
the child naming his favorite program. The following question gath-
ered similar information when it requests the child to, "Check t ·he two 
kinds of programs which you like best. 11 The replies to this gave a 
good insight into types of programs children of this grade found at-
tractive. 
The last question consisted in checking off the programs the 
child usually watches each day from a list of all the available pro-
grams shown in this vicinity for a week. The list omitted a few pro-
grams shown on week dqys when the child would ordinarily be in school. 
Time was not indicated on the child's questionnaire to enable the child 
to consider only the program without the thought of time interfering 
with his choice. The writer could gain infonnation of the time element 
by use of a master sheet explained under this question in the tabula-
tion of data.. In response to this question the writer gained further 
insight into the types of programs children spend their time watching, 
the length of viewing time spent each day, and the approximate bedtime 
these days for children of the fourth grade. 
28 
Distribution of. the instrument 
Permission from the superintendent of schools was obtained to 
conduct the investigation in the fourth grade classrooms in the public 
school system of Lowell. 
Arrangements were also made with the assistant superintendent 
of schools for the writer to spe~ to the teachers taking part in the 
survey at a meeting of grade four teactlers one afternoon. This was 
considered to be an advantageous procedure by the writer as few of the 
teachers had participated in conducting surveys. It was here that the 
idea of the televiewing program preference survey was presented, the 
object of the survey explained, participation invited, directions for 
administering the survey given, and packaged questionnaires for each 
class distributed to the teachers. 
Each teacher of a fourth grade classroom was to administer the 
survey to her own group. In addition to the oral directions given by 
the writer at the meeting, a letter was included in each parcel of 
questionnaires to the teacher, giving directions for the administra-
tion of the survey and expressing thanks .for her interest and coopera-
tion. 
As the television programs listed were those of that current 
week, it was suggested to conduct the survey any day convenient to the 
teacher during the .-f-Ollowing week and to return questionnaires as soon 
as possible. 
Tabulation of data 
The tabulation was done 't>y the author, most of the results 
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being checked and rechecked for accuracy and recorded on graph paper. 
Throughout the tabulation schools were kept separate and classes done 
individually for facility and accuracy in record keeping. In each 
case classes were further divided by boy and girl groups for compari-
sons of sex desired in most questions. When all fourteen schools were 
tabulated and totaled separately, a grand total of all was made. 
Results from questions one through six were tabulated b,y col-
umns on graph paper, a single column being used for each boy, girl, 
and total replies from the fourteen schools. This heading of three 
categories was repeated for each part of the six questions answered, 
making a total of sixty-three separate column records to later be 
made into tables. 
Responses from the seventh question about favorite programs 
were tabulated b,y listing ever,y program selected b,y any child as his 
favorite and totaling the number of times each program was chosen, 
again keeping boys and girls separate. 
Question number eight about ldnds of programs was also tabu-
lated on gra}il paper in the same manner as questions one through six 
were. 
Totaling the results from the final questions concerning the 
choice of programs the child usually watches each day was a more in-
volved procedure. In order to total the time a child spent teleview-
ing each day, a master sheet of onion skin paper on which the time of 
each program was listed was placed over each sheet of the child's 
questionnaire listing the programs. This sheet gave the hour of d~ 
~~~ 
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and the number of minutes for each program and served as a key to re-
cognizing simultaneous programs on different channels. This was done 
by having those times shown by transparent, alternately colored bloc.ks, 
so only one block of the same color denoting the same time would be 
added. 
When daily televiewing time was totaled for each child, the 
results were tabulated on graph paper. They were recorded under three 
catagories: televiewing time for boys and girls on school days and on 
week-end days; televiewing time for home set owners and those who view 
television elsewhere, and time for home owners having sets less than 
. one year and those having sets a year or longer. 
The results of these tabulations of the nine checklist ques-
tions are expressed in whole numbers and percentages and are presented 
in the next chapter. 
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CHAPl'ER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
This chapter deals with an analysis of the investigation con-
ducted to determine children's program preferences in televiewing de-
scribed in the foregoing chapter. An interpretation of the findings 
of the survey compiled from the checklist questionnaires filled out 
by 529 fourth grade pupils about their television practices will be 
presented. 
For the purpose of analysis, tables were c,onstructed to 
present the results of the data obtained from the questionnaires. 
These tables were interpreted to indicate the preferences and tele-
viewing habits of boys and girls, and to compare their specific pro-
gram preferences, their type of program preferences, the length of 
viewing time of those having televiewing at home and elsewhere, and 
the length of viewing time of home viewers having sets less than a 
year and those having sets a year or longer. 
Table I showing the chronological age frequency distribution 
of 529 pupil T V viewers follows. 
-~,~ 32 
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CHRONOLOGICAL AGE FREQUENCY 
DISTRIBUTION OF 529 PJPIL 
T V VIEWERS 
Age Number of Boys Number of Girls Total 
8 40 48 88 
9 136 140 276 
10 58 42 100 
11 38 11 49 
12 8 4 12 
13 3 1 4 
Totals 283 246 529 
Table I shows that although all the pupils taking part in 
this study are in the fourth grade, their ages range from eight to 
thirteen years. The age of the greatest number of both boys and girls 
is nine years, the average age of fourth grade pupils. There is a 
fairly even distribution of both ages and sexes. 
Table II presents infor.mation about the location and time 
spent in televiewing by the 529 fourth grade pupils. 
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TABLE II 
I! L(x;ATION AND TIME SPENT JN TELEVIEWING 
BY 529 GRADE FOUR PUPILS 
11 I 
Location or ~umber Per cent Total Total Total Average Average Average II 
TV or or Average Average Average "Daily 'Daily Daily I 
Receiver Viewers Viewers Hours on Hours on Hours Hours Hours Hours 
School Week- for on on for 
Days ends Entire School Week- Entire 
Mon.-Fri. Sat.,Sun. Week Days ends Week 
At Home 
Boys 187 35 22.69 14.34 37.03 4.53 7.16 5.29 
Girls 170 32 20.90 13.95 34.85 4.18 6.97 . 4.97 
Total 357 67 21.84 14.15 35.99 4.36 7.07 5.14 
Elsewhere 
Boys 96 19 13.58 9.43 23.01 2.71 4.71 3.28 
Girls 76 14 16.66 9.28 25.94 3.33 4.63 3.70 
Total 172 33 14.96 9.34 24.30 2.99 4.68 3.47 
Both Places 
Boys 283 54 19.60 12.67 32.27 3.92 6.33 4.61 
Girls 246 46 19.59 12.50 32.09 3.91 6.25 4.58 
Total 529 100 19.60 12-.59 32.19 3.91 6.29 4.59 
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In order to determine the location and amount of televiewing 
time, Table II shows the number of hours spent in televiewing by the 
total viewers and it is also subdivided to show the hours spent by 
boys and girls in their televiewing at home and elsewhere. 
We m83" first interpret the findings about "home and elsewhere" 
viewers. .About two thirds or 67 per cent of the total viewers watch 
television in their own homes, while one third or 33 per cent have to 
go elsewhere for their televiewing. The number of boys and girls 
watching television at home are evenly distributed, as well as those 
seeing it elsewhere being about the same. 
Pupils viewing at home spend about thirty-six hours a week in 
front of their television sets, while those going elsewhere spend about 
twenty-four and a third hours watching television. Considering both 
home and elsewhere for watching television, an average of about thirty-
two hours are spent weekly in televiewing by all grade four televiewers. 
This table may be further interpreted in showing average daily 
hours spent in televiewing. Pupils viewing at home spend a little over 
five hours daily, while those viewing elsewhere spend a daily average of 
three and a half hours. A total of both home and elsewhere televiewing 
of all pupils give an average of about four and two thirds hours spent 
daily in front of television sets. 
We may next read from Table II a comparison of time spent in 
televiewing on school days and on weekend days. 
For pupils viewing television at home, almost twenty-two hours 
is spent in watching T V on school days, Monday through Friday, while 
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those viewing it elsewhere see it only about fifteen hours during the 
same period. A total of both home and elsewhere televiewing of all 
pupils gives a total of about nineteen and two thirds hours spent in 
televiewing on school days. 
Considering weekend televiewing, including Saturday and Sunday, 
a little over fourteen hours is spent b.Y those seeing it at home, nine 
and a third hours for those viewing it elsewhere, and a total of twelve 
and a half hours is spent on weekend days those home and elsewhere view-
ers averaged. 
An insight into the average daily viewing time for school days 
and weekend days may also be gained from Table II. 
Pupils viewing it at home on school days spend about four and 
a third (4.36) daily hours, those viewing it elsewhere spend about 
three (2.99) daily hours, and an average of the total for both places 
finds about four (3.91) daily hours being spent on televiewing b,y 
grade four pupils Mondays through Fridays. 
On weekend days, home viewing pupils watch television a little 
over seven (7.07) hours daily, those seeing it elsewhere spend about 
four and two thirds (4.68) hours daily, and an average of the total 
for both places finds about six and a third (6.29) daily hours that 
pupils are in front of television sets during Saturdays and Sundays. 
By Table II we may also compare boys' viewing time with girls' 
viewing time. There is little difference in the time spent b,y boy home 
viewers and girl home viewers. The boys average about a quarter of an 
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hour more in daily viewing on both school days and on weekend days as 
compared to the girls. 
Boys watching television elsewhere average about two thirds of 
an hour less daily viewing time on school days than the girls, while 
boys seeing it on weekend days spend nearly the same amolh"'lt of time as 
the girls do • 
From an overview of Table II, we may conclude that most pupils 
spend a large part of their leisure time in televiewing. 
By analyzing answers to the third query of the questionnaire, 
information was gained about the length of viewing time in relation to 
the ler.gth of time oi'mership of the T V sets and this information is 
presented in Table III, which follows. 
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Time Had Set 
Less than Year 
Boys 
Girls 
Total 
Year or Longer 
Boys 
Girls 
Total 
All Home Sets 
Boys 
Girls 
Total 
TABLE III 
LENGTH OF VIEWING TIME 
IN RELATION TO LENGTH OF TIME 
OF OWNERSHIP OF T V SETS 
Number 
of 
Sets 
71 
80 
151 
116 
90 
206 
187 
170 
357 
Per 
cent 
20 
22 
33 
25 
58 
53 
47 
100 
Total 
Average 
Hours 
Entire 
Week 
36.ll 
34.98 
35.51 
37.59 
34.73 
tverage 
Daily 
Hours 
Entire 
Week 
5a07 
Table III shows the length of viewing time in relation to the 
length of time the family has had its television receiver. No appreci-
able difference was found in the length of time pupils watched tele-
vision and the length of time of ownership of the sets. 
The table shows that the total pupils having a set a year or 
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longer watched T V about three quarters of an hour more a week than 
those having sets less than a year. 
Girls watched television the same amount of time weekly, re-
gardless of the length of time the family has had its set, while boys 
having a set a year or longer watch television an hour and a halt longer 
a week than those having sets less than a year. 
The investigator was also interested if pupils enjoyed being 
together as they watched television and their replies are given in the 
following table, Table IV. 
Watch 
With 
Ot'iiers 
Watch 
Alone 
Totals 
NUmber 
of Boys 
267 
16 
283 
TABLE IV 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE 
OF BOYS AND GIRLS w-IO WATCH 
T V PROGRAMS WITH OTHERS 
~umber Total Per cent Per cent Per cent 
~f Boys of Girls T6tal of Girls 
232 499 94 94 94 
14 30 6 6 6 
246 529 100 100 100 
From a study of Table IV, giving the number and percentage of 
boys and girls who watch T V programs with others, it is seen that tele-
vision watching is definitely a gregarious pastime, for about 94 per 
cent of the pupils indicated they watch television programs with others. 
Both boys and girls reported this same large percentage in being with 
il II others during their televiewing. 
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Table V is next presented to show the amoW1t of guidance given 
in the selection of the pupils' programs. 
-Watch 
§& 
Program 
Watchi!!B; 
Curbed 
Totals 
TABLE V 
-NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE 
OF BOYS AND GlliLS VliO ARE 
.ALLOWED TO \'lATCH ANY PROGRAM 
Number 
of Boys 
Number 
of Girls 
Total Per cent 
of Boys 
150 151 301 53 
133 95 228 47 
283 246 529 100 
Per cent 
of Girls 
61 
39 
100 
Per cent 
Total 
57 
43 
100 
Table V shows the number and percentage of boys and girls who 
are allowed to watch $IlY program. From a study of it, we find that a 
little zoore than half, 57 per cent of the pupils, have no supervision 
. of their televiewing selections. 
The boys seem to have a bit more guidance than the girls do, 
for 47 per cent of the boys reported that their watching was curbed, 
while only 39 per cent of the girls indicated anyone guided their tele-
viewing. 
Table VI, which follows, presents information about those who 
gave guidance in the selection of television programs the children 
select. 
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TABLE VI 
PEROONS WHO HELP CHOOSE 
·PROGRAMS TO BE SEEN BY 
BOYS AND GIRLS 
Person Number ,NUmber 'l'otal P.er cent Fer cent Per cent 
Selecting of Boys of Girls of Boys of Girls Total 
Program 
Mother 150 149 299 53 61 57 
Dad 125 110 235 44 45 44 
I Both 
I (Mother and Dad) 90 B3 173 32 34 33 
jl 
Relatives 69 64 133 24 26 25 
Friends BO 67 147 2B 27 2B 
Teachers 5 6 11 2 2 2 
To determine those who help choose pupils' television programs, 
a study mey be made of Table VI. From this we realize t hat in most cases 
only half or less than half of the pupils reported for each instance 
1 others who help select the programs to be seen. 
Mothers are the most prominent ones to help choose programs, for 
pupils indicated that 57 per cent of their mothers do this, as compared 
to 44 per cent of the fathers. , About a third of the pupils reported that 
a combination of Mother and Dad helped select their programs. 
Only about a fourth of the pupils reported that friends or rel-
atives influenced their program selection. Teachers in the role of 
guides in program suggesting lag far behind, for only 2 per cent of them 
I 
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IJ l(ere reported doing this needed job. 
II ~st pupils readily recorded their favorite specific program and 
a list of fifteen of the most popular ones are listed as Table VII, 
which follows. 
.TABLE VII 
PREFERF~CE ORDER OF 
15 SPECIFIC PROGRAMS MOST ENJOYED 
BY 529 PUPTI.. T V VIEWERS 
* Rank Number Fer cent 
I 
. Boy Girl Total Boy Girl Total Boy Girl Total ~~ ' Howdy Doody 2.5 1 1 29 44 73 10 18 14 
1 
Mil ton Berle 1 2 2 30 34 64 11 14 12 
5.5 3 3 21 30 51 7 12 10 1 Small Fry 
,I 
Lone Ranger 2.5 5.5 4 27 10 37 10 4 7 
I Hopalong Cassidy 4 8.5 5 25 8 33 9 3 6 
I Hoss Opr,y Pl~house 5.5 8.5 7 21 7 28 7 3 5 I 
li Mama 13.5 4 7 5 20 25 2 8 5 
,J Gene Autry 7.5 5.5 7 13 11 24 5 4 5 
Tom Corbett 7.5 10.5 14 4 18 5 3 
Cisco Kid 9.5 10.5 10 4 14 4 3 
Man Against Crime 9.5 10.5 11 3 14 4 3 
Your Show of Shows 11.5 11. 10.5 8 6 14 3 2 3 
Kate Smith 13.5 8.5 14 5 7 12 2 3 2 
Super Circus 15 8.5 14 4 7 11 1 3 2 
II Lucky Pup 11.5 14 7 2 9 3 2 ---~- (*Rank b,y Per cent) 
!I 
I 
I j
Table VII gives the preference order of fifteen specific pro-
grams most en joyed by 529 pupil T V vi ewers in grade four, as well as 
giving a comparison of ooy and girl preferences. They are listed in 
rank order determined by the per cmt of the total viewers. 
There was a wide range of progrmn selections when each child 
was asked to narre his one favorite program. From a list of forty-
f ive different specific program selections, the fifteen having the 
most votes are listed in this table. 
Howdy Doody is the favorite for the total number and the 
girls, while Milton Berle leads the boys 1 preferences. Howdy Doody, 
Yd.lton Berle, Small Fry, Lone Ranger and Hopalong Cassidy are the 
five leading programs in sli~t different preference order for both 
the total and boy televiewers, while the girls chose nearly the same 
five selections but they preferred 1-lam.a to Hopalong Cassidy. 
It is interesting to note that some adult programs are pre-
ferred to programs especially prepared for children. 
Table VIII, which follows, gi ves further information about 
pupils 1 program preferences by noting the pupils 1 interest in the 
types of programs they watch. 
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.TABLE VIII 
I :fYPES OF PROGRAM PREFERENCES 
I FOR 529 VIEWERS 
I (Each pupil giving 2 preferences) II 
II (rn order of Rank by Total Per cent) 
II 
II 
Rank Number Per cent 
' 
I ~oy Girl Total Boy Girl Total Boy Girl Total 
cowboy 1 1 1 185 121 306 33 25 29 
cartoon 2 2 2 106 107 213 19 22 20 
ID\VStery ' 3 3 3 69 71 140 12 14 13 
funny 5 4 4 32 57 89 6 12 8 
puppet 6 5 5 31 46 77 5 9 7 
sports 4 9.5 6 59 4 63 10 1 6 
variety 8 6 7 10 18 28 2 4 3 
quiz 9.5 7 9 9 15 24 1 3 2 
news 7 9.5 9 15 5 20 3 1 2 
music 9.5 8 9 4 12 16 1 2 2 
No Vote 46 36 82 8 7 8 
Totals 566 492 1058 100 100 100 
Viewers 283 246 529 
From a study of Table VIII showing types of program prefer-
ences, we see indicated that cowboy, cartoon, and mystery programs lead 
I 
I 
II 
the selections by the total viewers, as well as by boy and girl groups. 
~--~ ~r-
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Children of this age seem to have little interest in variety, quiz, 
news, or music programs, as shown b,y each having less than 5 per cent 
of the votes for selecting them. 
Most votes were rather evenly divided between the boys and the 
girls, although boys more often selected cowboy and sport programs, 
while the girls more often chose f'unn;y or puppet programs. 
Table IX, which follows, shows the total weekly viewing tiae 
by schools and includes the hours spent by the boys, the girls, and 
the total viewers. Decimal parts of hours are used to facilitate 
totaling. 
_ _!; __________ · 
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XABLE IX 
Tar AL VIEWING TIME BY SCHOOLS 
(Shown in hours) 
Number of Number of Hours 
Pupil For Week 
Schools Televiewers 
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total .Average 
I Bartlett 3 2 73.50 34.75 108.25 21.65 ! 1. 5 
I 2. But ler 19 16 35 570.25 532.75 1103.00 31.51 
1 3. Colburn 37 29 66 1323.00 1051.50 2374.50 35.97 
I 4. Green 16 22 38 471.75 579.00 1050.75 27.65 
I 
5. Greenhalge 24 16 40 765.75 540.25 1306.00 32.65 
6. Lexington 3 5 8 88.75 169.00 257.75 32.21 
7. Lincoln 35 36 71 1151.25 1123 .75 2375.00 33.45 
8. Molloy 20 20 40 509.00 559.00 1068.00 26.70 
9. Morey 35 26 61 1059.00 761.50 1820.50 29.84 
10. Oaklands 22 10 32 728.25 282.75 1011.00 31.59 
I 47 877.00 709.50 1586.50 11. Pawtucket 25 22 33.75 
12. Riverside 14 11 25 577.00 421.75 998.75 39.95 
13. Varnum 18 13 31 570.75 436.00 1006.75 32.47. 
14. Washington 12 18 30 369.50 594.75 964.25 32.14 
_ Totals 283 246 529 9134.75 7896.25 17,031.00 32.19 
--------- --- -------------
1 
Table IX summarizes the viewing time of the 529 pupils surveyed 
as it shows the boys, girls, and total televiewers .from each school 
and the total viewing hours weekly participated in by each group. From 
these totals other tables were constructed. 
It also lists the average weekly viewing hours for each school. 
Fran this data one may conclude there is no si€1lificant difference in 
the average weekly viewing time spent qy the pupils in the various 
types of localities of the city, for most of the schools did not de-
viate much from the average of 32.19 hours weekly spent by all tele-
viewers. 
Little conclusion m~ be made concerning the economic status 
of televiewers by schools when considering hours spent in televiewing, 
for there was little difference in time spent by the downtown school 
pupils wrren compared to the more residential ones. The downtown 
schools, similar in location and type of pupil, were not consistent in 
the hours the pupils spent in televiewing. · Both the Coll:urn School 
and the Green School differed from the average amount of televiewing 
hours, one spending about four hours more and the other spending about 
four and a half hours less than the average number of hours for all 
televiewers. 
The Riverside School, one of the many residential schools, 
showed the most hours (39.95) spent b;r its pupils in their teleview-
ing, while the Bartlett School, another typical residential school, 
showed its pupils spent the least time (21.65 hours) in their tele-
viewing. This is probably not the true picture of televiewing by" 
47 
pupils in this school as so few televiewers were surveyed in this 
region. The majority of the residential schools closely approximated 
the average number of hours spent weekly by all pupils for their tele-
viewing. 
In studying Table X, llflich follows, one will gain an im-
pression that watching television has a tendency to keep children up 
late hours. 
· TABLE X 
I 
I ~A TEST . HOURS OF PROGRAMS SEEN SOME 
II TIME DURING WEEK AS REPORTED BY 
529 PUPIL TELEVIEWERS 
'r 
Sc::hoo1s I 
- I ., § bO a +' I) +' Qj Ill ! I) 'U ~ +' f ~ s:: 'U ~ .... I) s.. .c: r-f ~ ~ Ill ~ t:: r-f ., .B s:: t:: c 0 ~ = s.. .... ~ r-f C) G) ~ (.) r-f r-f ~ C) .c: +' r-f ., I) c r-f s.. ~ > ll) ~ 0 5 5 .... ~ ~ ~ iE I'll ~ IXl 0 ...:I ..::1 0 > 
Hours B G B G B G B G B G B G -B G B G B G B G B G B G B G B G 
I 
5:30 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 6 ! I 
6:00 1 1 1 1 1 5 'j 
' I 
6 : 30 1 i 1 2 i 
7:00 1 1 2 
7:30 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 18 
8:00 1 
I 
3 1 26 3 1 i 2 2 2 4 3 2 2 
8:30 1 2 2 J 1 2 2 2 3 2 1 1 3 2 1 1 2 2 4 2 2 41 
9:00 1 1 1 3 4 5 1 2 2 3 2 1 6 5 2 4 6 4 2 3 3 1 1 3 2 6 74 
I_ (continued next· page) 
=- -- -~ ·~ --==----=--- --
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- T TABLE X (continued) LAT:e;ST HOURS OF PROGRAI13 SEEN SOME I 
.. TIME DURING WEEK AS REPORTED BY I I 
529 PUPIL TELEVIEWERS 
Schools 
· T l \ ' I 
' 
I 
I> ' I 1:% bO 1:% ~ I I> 0 ~ ~ 0 g) i I> '1j t>o ~ E t>o 1:% '1j l ,.!.:j -M a I> J.. ..c r-t >. ~ I 0 C/) 1:% I r-t I> 
.5 1:% 1:% 1:% 0 0 >. ~ J.. a I :a t r-t I> I> "R u .-I I> .-I ! ~ I> ~ r-t I> I> 1:% 
· 'CJ J.. ~ > ~ C/) &! ~ 0 5 cS I> j .sa m ..... I :: 0 ...:l ~ 
""' 
0 p., 11:: > 
1 
Hours B G B Q. B G B G B G B· G B G B G B G ' B G B G B G B G B G 
' i 
9:30 3 2 1 3 2 1 4 6 1 4 1 I 8 7 2 1 2 4 2 4 2 2 2 63 
I 
10:00 1 6 4 7 6 2 6 5 3 6 2 3 i 3 4 5 4 5 4 2 3 4 1 5 6 97 l I 
10:30 2 2 1 1 1 2 3 2 ! 2 1 4 3 1 1 26 
11:00 1 4 5 9 11 5 5 7 4 1 11 13 7 7 9 2 6 1 7 2 9 3 3 1 133 
11:30 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 12 
12:00 1 6 3 1 1 3 2 1 3 1 . 1 1 24 
Totals 3 2 19 16 37 29 16 22 24 16 3 5 35 36 20 20 35 26 22 10 25 22 14 11 lS 13 12 18 529 
I 
--=---=-~ I --- - - -· -VI I 0 
I 
I 
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It is evident from Table X that fourth grade children stay up 
far later than good health habits would deem advisable. 
From the programs pupils checked as usually being seen, it was 
fom1d that 429 or Sl per cent of the children sometimes saw programs 
starting at nine o'clock or later. These included 169 or 32 per cent 
of the children seeing programs at eleven o'clock or later. 
Watching boxing at ten o'clock and wrestling, the roller derby, 
or V~stery Theater at eleven o'clock seem to be the reason of the late 
hours for a majority of the cases. Some of those watching wrestling 
usually continue to view information about the news and weather, causing 
the latest hours reported for their televiewing. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
SWmmaEY of problem and procedure 
This study was concerned primarily with the investigation of 
fourth grade pupils' program preferences in televiewing. It also in-
eluded information about time spent in televiewing and guidance given 
in the selection of programs. A comparison of boys and girls was made 
throughout the study, as well as comparisons of those viewing tele-
vision at home with those viewing it elsewhere, and home set owners 
having sets less than a year with those having the sets a year or 
longer. 
B,y so determining the trend of preferences and interests, 
and the time spent in televiewing, it is hoped something tangible has 
been found to provide a basis for guidance in the more worthwhile tele-
vision programs now available. 
A thorough investigation was made in current periodicals to 
find other research done in this field. Many articles about tele-
vision in general have been written, but few covered the subject of 
children's preferences in televiewing. 
This study includes grade four pupils in the public schools 
of Lowell. The data was gathered by means of a checklist question-
naire distributed to 551 pupils. The questionnaire was constructed 
I to include desired information about pupils' televiewing practices. 
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II A copy of the questionnaire may be found in the appendix. 
This questionnaire was distributed to the pupils through the 
teachers. An explanation of the questionnaire and its purpose was 
made to the teachers of the fourth grade at a special meeting, and 
they in turn explained it to their pupils. Over five hundred pupils 
answered the questions and the questionnaires were returned to the 
writer for tabulation. 
Tabulations were done and rechecked several times. A report 
of the results of these was sent to each teacher who had participated 
in the survey. When tabulating, the results from the fourteen schools 
were kept separate until the grand totals were made. Each school's 
tabulations with respect to boys and girls were kept separate for all 
information. Further subdivisions were made as to those viewing tele-
vision at home and else'IThere, and home owners of sets having their re-
ceivers less than a year and a year or longer. The results of the 
tabulations have been figured on a whole number and a percentage basis 
and are listed in several tables, with their analyses. 
Summary of findings and conclusions 
The results of this investigation and the conclusions 
drawn from them may be summarized as follows: 
1. This stuqy shows that television now affects 
most city children's leisure time use. Of the 
551 children questioned, 529 or 96 per cent of 
them watch television regularly. 
----~ ~ - -
2. Fcurth grade ehildren taking part in this .study 
ranged in age frCIIl eight to thirteen ;rears, a 
little over half of these being nine years old, 
the JIDdal age or fourth graders. 
3. This stu:ly reveals that televiewing is becoming a 
hane pastime for many, for 357 or two thirds of 
the childrEn see television at home, while 172 
or me third of the pupils watch it elsewhere. 
4. It may also be ccn eluded that televiewing occupies 
a prominEnt part or children's leisure time, for 
those seeing it at home spend about thirty-six . 
hours weekly or about five hours dally, while 
those viewing it elseltlere spend about twenty-
four hours wekly or about three and a half hours 
daily viewing television. 
5. Pupl.ls having home sets spend nearly as much dail.y 
time televiewing as the.y do in their classrooms, 
for these children watch television a total of 
almost twenty-two hours on school dqs, Mondqs 
through Frid qs, or average about four ani a 
third hours dai:cy- viewing it on school days. 
6. Pupils se emg television elsewhere spend about 
t1110 hours less in televiewing than they do in 
their classrooms, for they watch it a'tout 
fifteen hours weekly or average about th;ree 
hours daily televiewing on school d~s. 
7. It may further be seen that pupils watching tele-
vision in their own homes seem to have little 
time for other activities on weekends, for they 
spend a total of more than fourteen hours on 
these days, Saturdays and Sundays, or average 
seven hours daily viewing television then. 
S. Children viewing television elsewhere are not quite 
such slaves to this pastime, but they spend a 
total of nine and a third hours or average about 
four and two thirds hours daily for their tele-
viewing during Saturdays and Sundays. 
9. There is little difference in the time spent by boy 
and girl home televiewers. The boys average 
about a quarter of an hour more daily viewing 
time on both school and weekend days when com-
pared with the girls 1 viewing time for the same 
periods. 
10. There is also little variation in the amount of time 
spent by boys and girls viewing television else-
where. Boys average about two thirds of an hour 
less daily on school days and spend nearly the 
same amount of time as girls do in front of tele-
vision sets on the weekend days. 
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1;1.. N.o appreciable difference was found in the viewing 
tD of boys and girls having home sets less than 
a year and those having them a year or longer. 
Those having their s~ts longer· watched television 
alx>ut three quarters of an hour more a week. 
],2. It mq be concluded that television is definitely 
~ gregarious pastime, as 94 per cent of the chil-
dren indicated they were with others during their 
televiewing hours. 
13. lt my also be decided that probably not enou~h 
~idance is given to children in their program 
selecting. It was found that a little over half 
(57 per cent) of the children are allowed to 
watch any program they wish. 
14. Boys seem to be curbed more (47 per cent) than the 
girls (39 per cent) are in their choice of seeing 
any programs they desire. 
15. About an even percentage of boys and girls receive 
help from various sources in their choice of tele-
viewing programs. 
16. Mothers are the most prominent in helping to choose 
programs, as reported by both boys and girls, 
followed qy fathers. 
17. Both friends and relatives being an influence in 
program selecting were chosen b.r about a fourth 
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of the children. 
18. A very small percentage of boys and girls receive 
program suggestions from teachers. 
19. Children's preferences for specific programs were 
widespread, forty-five different programs being 
selected by the total group. 
20. In general, boys and girls enjoy the .same specific 
programs. 
21. The five programs most enjoyed b,y the total group 
are Howdy Doody, Milton Berle, Small Fry, Lone 
Ranger, and Hopalong Cassidy. 
22. Boys and girls also showed much the same emphasis 
in the types of programs they preferred or little 
cared for. 
23. The three types of programs most enjoyed b,y both 
boys and girls are cowboy, cartoon, and mystery 
programs. 
24. Little interest was shown by either boys or girls 
for variety, quiz, news, or music programs. 
25. Boys more often chose cowboy and sport programs 
while the girls more often chose the funny or 
puppet shows. 
26. A large percentage (Sl per cent) of the boys and 
girls sometimes watch programs starting at nine 
o'clock or later in the evening. Of this group 
' I 
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~69 or 32 per cent of them stay up for eleven 
o'clock or later programs. 
I 
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CH API' ER VI 
+-IMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
Limitations of the stugy 
'rhe limitations of the stud;y are listed below: 
1. The limitation of this study which seems most out stand-
ing is the sco:pe of the findings, as the total popu-
lation taking part in the investigation was limited. 
~·· The geographical distribution was restricted, as this 
study included only fourth grade pupils in the public 
schools of Lowell. 
3. Absent students were not in eluded. 
4• The condi ticn s under which the survey was administered 
were variable, si nee the questionnaires were pre-
sented by many fourth grade teachers and not by one 
individual. 
5. The final limitation is the questionable reliability 
I 
of the children' s answers, for children tend to be 
confused when stating information concerning facts, 
especially those involving the element of time. 
~ggestioos for further study 
l!pon completion of this stud;r, the au thor felt that the 
59 
suggestions for further study listed below might be of interest and 
bring worthwhile results. 
1. A study could be made to compare the same group for 
their televiewing during the spring or summer season 
with the results attained for the winter season. 
2. studies in other cities or towns could be made to 
broaden the scope of the findings. 
3. An investigation of televiewing program preferences in 
other grades could be conducted and a comparison of 
interests by these grades or ages could be made. 
4. A similar study could be made to either confirm or dis-
prove these results. 
5. A study in rural areas could be made to · compare tele-
vision's impact on urban with rural children. 
6. A study could be conducted to compare the viewing habits 
and backgrounds of children: social, economic, racial. 
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Mr. Vincent AfcC9.rt1n# l!r . P3.tr1ck Hetherm~n ~nd others would 
~ very much appreciat e your cooperation 1n helping to con~uct tht e tele~ 
v1s1on interes t survey a mong your pupi lsG 
· le~ : ... ";"~ 
The pr ogr'irr: e listed are for t his vre~# .... Sund'3.y),eb.4# 1951. t»le!!t~e 
g1ve the survey "==.ny day next week and r eturn the completed forms to lfro 
HcC~tinn s office by J'riday# Jeb. 16# 1951, if pos:ableo 
Plea ~e conduct it ~s a period of inform9.l discussion and checki~ 
anene1·e 9-bout pupils~ interes ts in televisi on. 
Empb3.Bize t o puplls th:t.t t his is not ~ t est# but merely '3. \V!3.Y for 
us to know what they l i ke in televi s ion progr~ws . Tell pupils t o be 3.9 
car ful 9.9 poas ible in checking answers . tf necessary, e.xpl~ in to pu~ils 
~ve want. g.n i de a. of a.ny gr ade four pupi l S9 interest in television '.ln1 '3.re 
not intere s t ed in them iDdiVidu9.llyo (Pupils may orr.1t writing t h ir n'.l"-e· 
if they '.'WiSh) 
Pl ease read questions snd n ·;1.mes of programs to pupils while +.hey 
are checkin~ their interests on the survey sheets to offset ~ny l ack in 
I 
reading ability on their part. Questions by pupils shoulrl he ~llo,ved to 
he l p identity a program in their mi nds if neede1# suoh ~s~ •Who i 9 the 
8tar of the urograre Toast of tht Towny" (Ed Sullivan) 
Thank you for your interest an~ cooperat1ono 
P30Y _ _ GI?'L ____ _ 'i'I!'JiCN~------=------_....,...,. 
SCJIOOL _____ _,_,..,._ _________ """_· ___ .,,_ ,..,. _____ G~. AU'F.. _____ _ 
M~k a.n~nera with a check. 
1. no you watch television sometime~ during the week? 
Yes 
No ---------
oo If so, check where you aee television shows most ofteno 
a.t home 
fr iend 0~s~h~o~m~e~----------~-
other pl'3.ces _____ ,_......,..,_ 
3. If you w~tch television at h orne~ about how long has your 
f~m1 ly had it~ televisiou set? 
4. no you usu~ly w~tch television programs With others? 
Yes No ___ .., ______ ....., 
5e Are there any pro~r~s you are not allowed to watch? 
Yes 
No -------------------
6. ·rr others help choose the television program you see, 
check who they are . 
Mother ____________________________ __ 
Da.d~~::"!r~~~---------Other rel::ttives 
friends ----------------------
Suggested by teacher ______ _ 
7. If you could see only one program a ·day, which special 
program woul~ you choose to see? 
(Nqme program or person 1n the progr~.) 
64 . 
8o Check the two k intis of programs you like best .. 
cartoon 
------.... -...-~~ variety ____________ _ 
ffil.\SiC 
c o-.vbo-y~------
- ·-- '!as puppet ____________ _ 
quiz_ , -
ne1rvs !!r .!B&J 
apor~t~s--------------
• 1!!'11.1!1 . ~ U~ 
mystery_ ..--------·-H-- ---¥--~-funny ____________________ _ 
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9 • . Check all the programs you usu a l ly w~tch each diy of the we.el\ 0•1 ·na 
follovving lists of progr 'i-r.ls. · 
1_~ SUNDAY continued 
!4 ~ * 
_\4 
1•7 
--=<·! 
,7 
::~(7 
(4 
-.., 
. 7 
-4 
-7 
~ 
4 
7 
__ 4 
7 
~~~ .....-.= 4 
--= 7 
_4 
:::J;~ k. -~~~ 
~(4) 
- (4) 
-----(7) 
-(4) 
-(7) 
-=(4) 
=(7) 
'I'h_e N::1tur e of Th ings 
lhiT i c Clown 
Symphony in Stone 
Morntng Mosaic 
Vera~tile V~1et1es 
?J·~0t the Preqs 
~::inp;~r Joe 
Chester the Pup 
'~iP:elO'l>' Thr;,s.tre 
Somerset Ha.ugh3,m Theatre 
Ch'1.nce of 9. L 1fet1me 
81 1 nd D:;t te 
T<9le ~port n1gest 
Star of the 19Jllily 
Beulah (Ethel W9.ters) 
The Web 
Community Auditions 
Pfoliday ~otel 
St:2.rs over 1folly-."lood 
W1n.t 0 s ttr Lin~? 
Hop~long Casa1dy 
T·Nenty 0.u~st1 cm6 
St~r Ti me 
Zoo P~a.de 
(b .blly Jlh.yea · Sho"N 
Super Circus 
You Asked For It 
'Aon;e 'rhea tre 
Coller.:e ~o1ivl-Ch ic& :Uarz: 
Mr. t . Migination 
Gene Autry Show 
8·unl·1.y Newsteller 
!-l.ldr ich a.mily 
~hi $ !3 qhow ~us tness 
Comedy 'Flour ( TI. U9.Xtin) 
't'o'J.st of the Tovrn 
Philco Pl~yhouse 
ll'1•ed W<:1.r 1ng Show 
(4) 
=~7 
.. , _  .~ 4~ 
7 
4 ~4 
- 4 
4 
__ 7 
Garroway at Lar~e 
Celebrity Time (Conr~1 Nagel) 
Ne·Ns of the Week 
't'elev1s1on The~tre 
Jimrny Powerst!=Jports) 
Mystery The~tre 
Ellery Queen Sho~ 
Views of News 
Weather Service 
J!ON'DAY 
==~~~ 
_ _!~ 
-)4 
........-....~? 
_ 7 
4 
---~ 7 
-7 
.-.....-.. 4 
----- 7} 
-4:' 
-==-- 4 
~ 
4 
----7 
-
_-_ 4 
-7 
-7 
4 
-4 
7 
- 4 
---7 4 
:=:::<7 
Bert P:\rka Sho..,v 
~ash1on Magic(Ilk~ Ch~se) 
Kate Smith l'four 
Bomemakers 1 ·exchange 
V~ntty Fair-(0. Do~n) 
Kukl~~ 7ran and Ollie 
Lucky Pup 
Time for ~eaay 
nowdy Doody 
Boas Opry Playhouse 
Yankee News Ser vtce 
Good . Life Club 
Sms.ll Jry 
~eatber or Not~Dr. Austin) 
aeadlines of the News 
Tlbm Corbe·tt , Sp"J.ce C'l.det Song lfi ta · 
Industry on Parade 
~ump ftadlel($ports) 
Yesterday a Newsreel 
(7) Nightly Newate ller 
S1lowroom · 
J'3.ye R.merson 
Nella Cars. van.. (if . c. qws.yze) 
Pe1•ry Como <:Jbo;.v 
Winchell and f.h.honey 
· Vi1eo 't'he9.tre 
(c. ··· "· i I,, ·J -;. o ) 
Vc- · . c~ of.' 'f'ir\!tnt<me 
f. Godfrey g s 'I'n.lent So outs 
Litshts Ou.t 
H'o..:ac·~ Heir.it Show 
Musio:::J.l Comedy 't1ime 
The Goldberge 
Stu1.io One 
\4ho 3:\id <Tih9..t7 
'e x·os.d;,7a:y Open Bo·v.se 
WrtS~'">t ling 
VHn-vs of Newe 
l'3.nkee Newa Serv1.oe 
1
4 Phyllis ~I·ooka Show 
- 7 Betty Crock,.n• 9ho'v 
- 4 K3.ta '~rr ith Hour 
- ? Hor.~er' '3.k~":li'S~ 'E )tChEnlge 
___..~7 .,l3.ni ty F•:~,i r 
-- 4 K kl<l- 11 rra.n >·0..nd OlliG 
=: 7!1 Luoky Pup· 
· 7 Tirr,e for ~e~ny 
- 4 lie ":d.y Doo~iy = 7 Hos8 Opry Pl ·:lyhouae 
7 Y-smke'a News qervic·s 
-4 Doodl e "Ni 'th G'llligan 
- 7 SrrnJ.l 1ry Club 
4 Mu!'3 ic3.l Mood 
4 weather or Not 
- & News 
--- 4 Starring the Editors 
7 Song HitS 
4 VJ'ynn <Jtevens 
7 ~!UiC l-f·::.t.ll V~r iEJt ieS 
_ ,.,. 4 . (7) Night l y Ne·.vgteller 
7 ~e~ther Fotoc~st 
::: 4 John Conte's Little Show 
7 ~tr~nger Th~n fiction 
~ 
4 News C1.r3.v~n 
7 ~he Stork Club 
4 Star The !1. tre 
7 ~illy ~ose Show 
4 Be~t the Cloak 
4 F~re~ ide Theatre 
-=-(7 V"lughn Monroe 
~~(4J Circle The~tre 
-~7) ljuspense 
=: 't) Or1f~·1n'-)l. 1 Amateu? Hour 
7) D3.m;er 
- {7) S-t:irl ight 'i'h.;3 3. tre 
-:J"4) 3ro·l1·.-n.:y Op-en Mouse 
-(?) ~oller De:r.bv 
---(4) Views of New$ 
-==·(?) Y::vnkoo N!':.l .'A S :_, rv o~ 
- I 
~ 
? 
~4 
--~....aoo '7 
-'( 
~4 
-7 
7 
4 
_ 7 
7 
4 
7 
4 
4 
4 
7 
4 
_,_,..' -~ ~ 
--? 
~ert P~rk.s ~3how 
Meet Your Cover Girl 
lL:~.te Rmi t h Hour 
Womeu. 3.kers v E~ch"lnge Van1 t y J"3.ir ··-
Kukla; fran and Ollie 
t ucky Pup 
Time for ~e9.ny 
Kovtdy Doody 
Hoes Opry Pl~yhouse 
Y~nkee News Service 
Living V-'onders 
Sm!3.l l Fry Club 
We'3.ther or Not 
News 
Tom Corbett, Sp~oe C~det 
Song Hits 
Looking !3-t t he New 
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---=r.et .4; 
... ~. 
'7 
4: 
7 
~amp H~dley Pitching 
Teen-Age Mu~io~l V~r1et1es {7 ) Nightly NewRteller 
Wa'lthe:r Votoo~st 
Showroom{~ . Quinl'3.n) 
F ·1.ye W.rnerson ~hO\V 
News C9.r>9.v~ntJ . •• ~hiV~yze) 
Perry Como Show ~? 
~--l4 
~.., 
--4 
-
~ 
? 
4 
7 
4 
4 
~m 
-
4 
4 
7 
.. 4 
~7 
7 
4 
== 7 7 . 
4 
=~: ==~~! 
-~ . 
___ {4} 
Four Star ~evue=F.d ~ynn 
A. Godfrey a.nn His r1enda 
Kraft !elev1a1on Theatre 
Don MoNeill(s TV Club 
Brea.k the ~3-nk 
Boxing 
Uag1o L9.ntern 
Eloise S~lutes the Stars 
Broadway Open House 
Wrestling 
Views of News 
Y~nkee News Serv1oe 
Tl:ltmSDAI 
Peter Lind Hayes '3how 
K3.te SJjith 
v~nity f~ir (n. no~n) 
ltukl3.• frttn 'l.nd Ollie 
Luoky Pup 
Time ·for ~eany 
Ho1fdy noody 
Woes Opry Pl~yhou9e 
Y~nkee News 9e r vioe 
itoundup 'rime 
Sm'l.ll Vry Club 
MuSi03.l Mood 
We'l. ther of liot 
Song lii ts 
F ilm Fe!JI.tuD'e 
D:-3-nce s~~~S10n 
I 
I 
I 
l 
.!rn.ti!:IC~f~f, oon:; i. u~d: 
=---(4} Stran~e A1venture 
-(71 MUSiC Hall v~rtetias ~~(4 (7) Nightly N0wsteller 
(7 We~,;~hex Fotoc3.s ~ 
=:(4) John Cont6°s Littl e Sllo'.V 
(7 ) MUSiC !hll V'U:i~tieB 
~~:(4 ~Te -.7'.; C".l.r3.va.n 
('7 S t ork Club 
-=:1 t·4 You ~et Your Life 
7 Stop the :Mu~~ 10 
--= 4 He~dline Cluea 
~""""" 4 Jack ·aaley ~evue 
=:17 Pulitzer Prize Playhouse 
=(4 Mg,rt i n K'J.ne, Private Eye 
~l7 Truth or Consequences 
4 Ma~i c L~ntern 
-=: 7 Roire 1· Derby 
~  4 ~ro1dwa1 Open Hous e 
!7 C~v~lc~;~ of B~n18 __, 4 V1e·,,8 of Nevva , .:.'. 7 Y'l.nkee Ne'.VS Serv1 ce 
.. rnJ!).A! 
~ 7 fashion M~gio l4l ~ert P~rks Show --:: 74 K~te ~rr.ith Show ~tomem3.kers 0 'Eaob~nge 
l7 V'lni ty Fs.ir - 4 Kukl:l. ,~~ Fran 3-nd Ollie ---: 7 Lucky · Pup -~(?·.':.· Time for ;en..ny ~ lio>'V1y noo ...~.y 
=(7 ~oss Opry Pl·J.yhou.se 
!7l Y1..nkee Ne"79 '1rsrv1ce --=- 4 Th e Az~le~ Trio -- 7 ~rr=J.l l fry Cluo __,.,...,. 4 J1fusic 11 1.~·ood 
,,_.,.,_14) Weather of Not 
--. 4). Tom Corbett, Sp~ce C:J.det 
7) Som' IH ts . 
~ 4l ~ump fi~1ley Sports 
- 7 Music 'fh.ll v··:i.rietieS 
a • -:(4 (7 ) Nip;htly Ne·:vsteller 
(4 9ho:Jroom 
~(7) r~ye ~merson 
.......,..(4) We ·:s C':l..ra.v·m-J. C. s ,v,lyze 
e -----(7) Perry Como gho·.v 
· (4) Qu i:z: Ki ·i'3•Joe Kelly 
-(7~ M'Wl~ 
----(4 Ye, ~he P~ople 
--(7 lhn A6S~inst Crime 
-(4) V1~nrv Horgw qhow 
~(7) For1 ~h~~tre 
----(4) ~he Clock 
=(4) ~oJtin~ 
~(7) c~v~lc~de of Stars 
~- J4) ~ro'1.dway Open '!-1ouse 
Song~ of the West 
Childxen11 s Show 
The Big Top 
Acro"1 ·:t t 1h.nch 
T ~ o Girls N'1.med Smith 
I Cover Time s 8-tu'U'e 
Life Begins ~t 80 
~h.nderers 
This We ·c: k 1n Sports 
Collegi'1.te E~ske tb'1.ll 
Circle ~ Playhouse 
M9..gic Sl1.te 
film Feature 
film feature 
'Dixi e Show Bo:1t Say It ~ith Acting 
Frank Sinatro Show 
Filmetta~v~riety of qhort~ 
Ci'1CO Kid 
Bob Considine Ne·v9, Views 
Yfu'.'lt .r s Offered? 
Big Town 
Long R:J.nger 
The S 1.n Levens on Sho·,'V 
Tune Tryouts 
Telev1s1on Theatre 
Film Feature 
Nightly Newsteller 
One 'Manv s Jf'lmily 
Trouble With Path~r 
J·1.ck C·:U'ter ShO\'f 
K~n Murray Show 
You Show of .Shows..-V'3.riety 
P·:ml Whi tem"l.n Sbo·v 
Life w1 th Li.nklet t er 
Mus io Quiz .., C3ino- it. ~g"i.in 
Your Hi~ Parade · 
Television Theatre 
Wrestling 
Views of Ne';'IS 
Yankee News qerv1ce 
weather Service 
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